ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is to develop BiNus International Operation Support System’s Portal and Profiling System. This system tries to solve the problems the staffs currently have regarding the scheduling and preparing of the next commencing semesters for the students of International Undergraduate Program (IUP) of Bina Nusantara University. The development of the system is undertaken by two teams. Our team is dealing with the User Interface and the profiling system, one subsystem of the entire system. Fundamentally, our job is to create a portal that acts as a single interface to the system, accommodating different types of staffs to access and perform their tasks regarding scheduling and semester preparation. The other team deals with the Business Logic part of the system. The overall result of the system implementation is good. The system meets all of the users’ requirements and to some extent, even over the users’ expectations, although some additional fixing and enhancement need to be done. From the results we have, we are confident that the system can be implemented in the Joseph Wibowo Center (JWC) of Bina Nusantara University and can really replace the current system of scheduling and semester preparation.
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